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Abstract—Matrix sensing is the problem of reconstructing a
low-rank matrix from a few linear measurements. In many
applications such as collaborative filtering, the famous Netflix
prize problem, and seismic data interpolation, there exists some
prior information about the column and row spaces of the
ground-truth low-rank matrix. In this paper, we exploit this
prior information by proposing a weighted optimization problem
where its objective function promotes both rank and prior
subspace information. Using the recent results in conic integral
geometry, we obtain the unique optimal weights that minimize the
required number of measurements. As simulation results confirm,
the proposed convex program with optimal weights requires
substantially fewer measurements than the regular nuclear norm
minimization.
Index Terms—Conic integral geometry, Matrix sensing, Sub-
space prior information, .
I. INTRODUCTION
LOW rank matrix recovery (also known as matrix sensing)has appeared in numerous applications in recent years.
For example, Netflix prize problem [1], [2], collaborative filter-
ing [3], seismic data interpolation [4], [5], system identification
[6], and sensor network localization [7]. Mathematically, our
goal is to recover a low-rank matrix X P Rn1ˆn2 with rank
r ! mintn1, n2u from a few linear measurements of the form
y “ ApXq, where A : Rn1ˆn2 ÞÑ Rm is a linear operator.
An idealistic approach is the following optimization problem:
min
ZPRn1ˆn2
rankpZq
s.t. y “ ApZq. (1)
However, this problem is NP-hard and computationally in-
tractable. A common alternative is to relax the objective
function into the closest convex function. In fact, since rank is
the number of nonzero elements of the singular value vector,
its convex relaxation amounts to `1 norm of this vector known
as the nuclear norm of the matrix. Then, one may solve the
following convex problem:
Pnuc : min
ZPRn1ˆn2
}Z}˚
s.t. y “ ApZq, (2)
where }¨}˚ computes the sum of singular values. A special case
of matrix sensing known as matrix completion is to complete
X from a few observed entries:
min
ZPRn1ˆn2
}Z}˚
s.t. y “ RΩpZq, (3)
where RΩ :“ pXijqpi,jqPΩ is the sampling operator that
extracts the observed entries Ω of X . Let us denote the
column and row spaces of X P Rn1ˆn2 by spanpXq and
spanpXHq, respectively. By solving (2) or (3), with high
probability, one can successfully recover X by observing
Oprmaxtn1, n2u log2pn1 ` n2qq entries1 [8]. The main chal-
lenge in recovering X P Rnˆn in the problems (2) and (3) is
to identify column and row spaces of X . If they are known,
one can recover X from at most r2 linear measurements of
the form UHnˆrCrˆrVnˆr where U P Rnˆr and V P Rnˆr
are orthonormal bases of U :“ spanpUq “ spanpXq and
V :“ spanpV q “ spanpXHq, respectively2. In this work, we
consider the matrix sensing problem when prior information
about the row and column spaces of X P Rnˆn is available.
To be precise, consider two r-dimensional subspaces rU andrV withe known principle angles3 with the column and row
subspaces of X , i.e. U and V , respectively. Intuitively, ifrU « U and rV « V it seems that one can recover X using
less measurements compared to the prior-less case. Interest-
ingly, this case happens in many applications of interest. For
example, in recommender systems, similar users share similar
attributes and knowing how a particular user rates a particular
item, provides some prior subspace information about the row
and column spaces of the ground-truth matrix.
A. Motivations and Conjectures
The problem (2) is connected with a large body of literature
known as compressed sensing (CS) pioneered by the works in
[9] and [10]. In the same way that `1 minimization seeks for
the sparsest solution in vectors, Pnuc aims at recovering the
minimum rank solution under a suitable incoherent sensing
operator. Naturally, there exists a parallel between CS and
matrix sensing. In fact, `1 minimization is a special case of the
nuclear norm minimization in which X P Rnˆn is diagonal. A
general question is whether the parallels between compressed
sensing and matrix sensing always hold? Let us consider a
relevant example. It is known that prior information about the
support (non-zero locations) of a vector can be incorporated
into `1 minimization by assigning larger weights to the off-
support locations than support locations4 [11], leading to a
reduction in the required number of measurements. Now, let us
go back to the matrix world. Consider a matrix X that lives in
1For the sake of simplicity, we investigate only square matrices in this
work. The extension to non-square matrices is straightforward.
2In this paper, we occasionally useU instead ofUnˆr to avoid complexity.
3See Section II-A for definition.
4In fact, inaccurate locations are penalized more.
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2a union of row and column subspaces denoted by T . Suppose
that we are given a subspace rT that is slightly mis-aligned
with T . Can we hope for a reduction in the required number
of measurements by penalizing the orthogonal complement ofrT ? Are the parallels still strong?
B. Notation
Throughout the paper, scalars are denoted by lowercase
letters, vectors by lowercase boldface letters, and matrices by
uppercase boldface letters. The ith element of a vector x is
shown either by xpiq or xi. p¨q: denotes the pseudo-inverse
operator. In is the identity matrix of size nˆn. The comple-
ment of an event E is shown by E . The nullspace of linear
operators is denoted by nullp¨q. For a matrix A, the operator
norm is defined as }A}pÑq “ sup
}x}pď1
}Ax}q . The unit ball
and unit sphere are shown by Bn “ tx P Rn : }x}2 ď 1u
and Sn´1 “ tx P Rn : }x}2 “ 1u, respectively. Also,
we have Bnˆn :“ tZ P Rnˆn : }Z}F ď u which
refers to the -ball of matrices according to the Frobenius
norm. Consider a matrix X P Rnˆn with reduced SVD
form X “ UnˆrΣrˆrV Hnˆr. Define U :“ spanpUq and
V :“ spanpV q. We denote the matrix UV H by the notation
sgnpXq. Also define the support of X by the linear subspace
T “ tZ P Rn : Z “ PUZPV ` PUZPVK ` PUKZPVu
:“ supppXq, (4)
where PU :“ UUH and PV :“ V V H are unique orthogonal
projections onto U and V , respectively. PT pZq and PTKpZq
are the projection of matrix Z onto the linear subspace T and
TK, respectively, and are defined as
PT pZq :“ PUZPV ` PUZPVK ` PUKZPV ,
PTKpZq :“ PUKZPVK .
We represent the projection onto a cone C with a same
notation; namely,
PCpXq :“ arg min
ZPC }Z ´X}F . (5)
The polar of a cone C is defined as C˝ “ tz : xz,xy ď
0 @x P Cu. x P ra, bsn for a vector x P Rn means that
a ď xi ď b, i “ 1, ..., n. Also, by x P pa, bsn, we mean
a ă xi ď b, i “ 1, ..., n. diagpxq is a diagonal matrix in
which the main diagonal is determined by the elements of x.
For a function f : Rnˆn Ñ R, f˚ stands for the adjoint of the
function f . σpAq P Rn denotes the singular values ofA sorted
non-increasingly. paq`, a _ b and a ^ b denote maxta, 0u,
maxta, bu and minta, bu, respectively. xA,ByF “ trpABHq
denotes the Frobenius inner product of two matrices A and
B.
C. Contributions
In this work, we propose a new approach for exploiting the
prior subspace information leading to a considerable reduction
in the required number of measurements. Consider a rank r
matrix X P Rnˆn with column and row subspaces U and V .
Assume that we are given two subspaces rU and rV , each with
dimension r1 ě r, that have known angles from U and V .
Let θu P r0, 90˝sr and θv P r0, 90˝sr5 represent the principle
angles that U and V form with rU and rV , respectively. We
implicitly take these prior subspace information into account
by proposing the following optimization problem.
Pw,nuc : min
ZPRn1ˆn2
}hwpZq}˚
s.t. y “ ApZq, (6)
where,
hwpZq “ w1P rUZP rV ` w2P rUZP rVK ` w3P rUKZP rV
` w4P rUKZP rVK “
1
w3
´
w1P rU ` w3P rUK
¯
Z
´
w3P rV ` w4P rVK
¯
,
w :“ rw1, w2, w3sT , w4 :“ w2w3
w1
. (7)
The weights w1 and w3 reflect the uncertainty in the prior
column space information. The same argument holds for w3
and w4 in the prior row space information. In this work,
we obtain the unique weights that minimize the required
number of measurements. These weights are optimal since
they minimize the number of measurements that Pw,nuc needs
for exact recovery of X . To find optimal weights, we exploit
the concept of statistical dimension in conic integral geometry.
The statistical dimension specifies the boundary of success
and failure of Pw,nuc. To be precise, we obtain upper and
lower bounds with asymptotically vanishing distances for the
statistical dimension of a certain convex cone and thereby
calculate a threshold m0pw,θu,θvq for the minimum required
number of measurements. Then, we solve the optimization
problem
min
wPR3`
m0pw,θu,θvq, (8)
to reach the optimal weight vector w˚. To better highlight our
contributions, we summarize the novelties below.
1) Proposing a new optimization model for matrix sensing:
We propose a new convex optimization problem in (6)
that promotes both rank and subspace information. A
benefit of this model is that by suitably tuning the
weights, it consistently outperforms Pnuc even when
the accuracy of subspace prior information is unreliable.
When rU « U , the prior information is reliable and less
penalty is assigned to w1 than w3. The same argument
applies to V . If the subspace prior information is at the
boundary of reliability (i.e. θupiq “ θvpiq “ 45˝ @i “
1, ..., r), then by setting w1 “ w2 “ w3, Pw,nuc reduces
to Pnuc.
2) Obtaining an upper-bound for the required sample com-
plexity of Pnuc,w: We obtain a closed-form relation for
the sufficient number of measurements that Pnuc,w needs
for successful recovery (denoted by pmw,θu,θv ). This
bound depends on the weights w and the principal
angles θu,θv . By setting w1 “ w2 “ w3 “ 1, the
5Throughout, we will occasionally exclude the symbol ˝ when referring to
angle degree for the sake of simplicity.
3bound simplifies to the required sample complexity of
Pnuc.
3) Obtaining an error estimate bound for pmw,θu,θv : We
prove that the sufficient number of measurements (i.e.pmw,θu,θv ) is also necessary for successful recovery. To
be more precise, we show that pmw,θu,θv differs from
the minimum required number of measurements up to
an asymptotically vanishing term.
4) Proposing a new strategy for finding optimal weights:
In the proposed model (6), we obtain the weights w
that minimize the required sample complexity for exact
recovery. If one takes the sample complexity as the
optimality criterion, then, these weights are optimal.
Also, we show that, they are unique up to a positive
scaling. We further propose a simple algorithm (called
Optweights) that efficiently computes the unique optimal
weights.
5) Obtaining closed-form expressions for suppphwpXqq
and sgnphwpXqq: We find that the spaces and sign of
hwpXq (i.e. suppphwpXqq and sgnphwpXqq, respec-
tively) are rotated versions of Ir spaces. More precisely,
P pT pZq “ QLPsupppIrqpQHLZQRqQHR ,
P pTKpZq “ QLPsupppIrqKpQHLZQRqQHR ,
sgnphwpXqq “ QLPsupppIrqpInqQHR,
for any arbitrary Z P Rnˆn, where QL P Rnˆn and
QR P Rnˆn are some orthonormal bases of Rnˆn,
which explicitly depend on the weights w and the
principal angles θu, θv .
6) Obtaining the limiting behavior of spectral functions:
For any non-increasingly ordered vector f P Rn1` and
Gaussian ensemble G P Rn1ˆn2 with n1 ď n2, we
obtain a closed-form relation for the limiting behavior
of
E
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
pσip G?
n2
q ´ fiq2`.
D. Intuition
The optimal weights in Pw,nuc depend on the orientation
of the subspace rU with respect to U . Before we provide our
analytical results, we intuitively describe the behavior of the
weights in special cases of the relative orientation.
‚ When the principle angles tθupiquri“1 between U and rU
with dimensions r and r1 ě r, respectively, are all small
(close to 0˝), rU provides a good estimate of U and we
expect w1 to be small (penalization weight for rU ). In
contrast, rUK is a poor estimation of U which should be
significantly penalized (large w3). Further, if r1 « r, it is
expected that the required number of measurements for
Pw,nuc approaches the optimal value r2.
‚ When the principle angles tθupiquri“1 are all large (close
to 90˝), rUK provides a fair estimate of U ; therefore w1
is expected to be large, while w3 shall be small. Again,
we predict a reduced number of required measurements
for Pw,nuc.
‚ When tθupiquri“1 are all around 45˝, rU and rUK are the
same in terms of similarity to U . This means that the
available data does not add any useful information for the
recovery. Alternatively, all the weights become equal and
the weighted problem Pw,nuc simplifies to the standard
problem Pnuc. Hence, we expect the same number of
measurements.
‚ When the angles tθupiquri“1 are evenly distributed around
45˝ (for instance, θu “ r25˝, 45˝, 75˝sT ), we expect a
similar case as if all the angles were 45˝. This is partly
because of the fact that both rUK and rU will have the
same set of principal angles with U , and partly because
we penalize all the subspace with a single weight. In other
words, the directions in rU are on average unrelated to U ,
while some specific directions might be close to U .
Similar statements also hold for row space prior informationrV and rVK.
E. Applications
The application of subspace prior information in matrix
sensing is very broad (seismic data interpolation [5], FDD6
massive MIMO7 [12], Dynamic sensor network localization
[7], collaborative filtering [3], Netflix problem [1] and sub-
space tracking); we list some of them below.
‚ The Netflix problem [1]. Let us consider a large pool of
movies which are seen or could potentially be seen by
a pool of users. The Netflix matrix is formed by the
rating of the users to the movies; the rows correspond
to the movies and the columns to the users. The element
in the ith row and jth column represents the score that
user j gives to the movie i. However, many of such
scores are unavailable, as not all users have seen all
the films. The challenge is to estimate the unavailable
scores based on the known values. It is well-studied that
the Netflix matrix can be fairly approximated to be low-
rank; therefore, matrix completion techniques based on
relaxing the rank constraint are popular for solving the
problem. In some cases, nevertheless, we might have prior
information about the Netflix matrix that could improve
the performance of the completion task. For instance,
we might know in advance that the scores of a certain
user is not much affected by the music of the movie,
while the special effects significantly influences his/her
scores. Another case of prior information happens in
film festivals where the movies are first evaluated by
professionals and critics before ordinary users. In both
cases, the prior information can be translated into the
angles between the columns of the Netflix matrix and
some known subspaces (e.g., the subspace generated by
the average score of the professionals).
‚ Subspace tracking. In many setups such as in radars, it
is important to estimate the subspace of the signal (e.g.,
to denoise the signal). Nevertheless, due to the dynamics
of the system, this subspace is constantly evolving. In
6Frequency division duplexing.
7Multiple input multiple output.
4subspace tracking one aims at updating the estimate for
the subspace based on the previous estimates and some
measurements related to the recent state of the subspace.
In other words, the partial similarity of the current signal
subspace to its previous states is used as a key to reduce
the number of required measurements.
‚ Dynamic sensor network localization [7]. Consider a
moving network of low-power sensors scattered in an area
(e.g., in the sea). The goal is to locate various objects in
this area based on the observed distances to some neigh-
boring sensors. For this purpose, the relative position of
the sensors should be determined first. However, each
sensor can measure its distance to only nearby sensors.
It is well-known that the matrix formed by the pairwise
squared distances of the sensors is low-rank; however,
only some of the elements of this matrix are measurable
and the matrix is also dynamically changing. Again at
each time instance, the similarity of the distance matrix
to its previous versions can be employed to enhance the
quality of its estimation.
‚ Time-varying channel estimation in FDD massive MIMO
communication [12]. Let us imagine a multi-user wireless
communication system in which the users with single-
antenna transmitters are communicating with a multi-
antenna base-station. The users are generally moving
which makes the communication channels time-varying.
It is known that due to the correlated nature of the user
channels, the matrix constructed by the channel impulse
responses (channel matrix) is low-rank [12]. Besides,
the physical movement of the users compared to the
communication rate is rather slow; hence, the channel
matrix at each time instance can be fairly estimated
using the previous time instance. Indeed, the associated
channel Doppler frequency provides a maximum level of
dissimilarity between the channels at consecutive time
instances (could be interpreted as upper-bounds on the
angles between the subspaces). By exploiting this prop-
erty, one can reduce the transmission overhead reserved
for channel estimation (pilots), which in turn increases
the spectral efficiency.
F. Roadmap
The paper is organized as follows. A more clear definition
of principal angles between subspaces besides a few concepts
from convex geometry are reviewed in Section II. Section
III is dedicated to obtaining bounds for the required number
of measurements in Pnuc and Pw,nuc. Section IV is about
our strategy of finding optimal weights. In Section V, we
present some numerical experiments which validate our theory.
We shall describe related works in Section VI. Section VII
is devoted to important lemmas that frequently used in our
analysis. Lastly, the paper is concluded in Section VIII.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Principal angles between subspaces
Consider two subspaces U and W of an Euclidean vector
space Rn with dimpUq :“ r ď dimpWq :“ r1. There exist
Figure 1: Principal angles and vectors in a three-dimensional Euclidean space.
In this Figure, the subspacesW andWK form principal angles θ “ rθ1, θ2s
and α1 with the subspace U . u1,w1 andwK1 are the corresponding principal
vectors. Also, θ2 “ 0, u2 and w2 (which are not depicted) are in the line
U ŞW in the same direction.
r non-increasingly sorted angles θ :“ rθp1q, ..., θprqsT P
r0˝, 90˝sr called the principal angles, the least one is obtained
by:
θprq :“ min
"
cos´1
ˆ |xu,wy|
}u}2}w}2
˙
: u P U ,w PW
*
“ =pur,wrq. (9)
The ith one (i ă r) is given by:
θpiq :“ min
#
cos´1
ˆ |xu,wy|
}u}2}w}2
˙
: u P U ,w PW
,u K uj ,w K wj @j P ti` 1, ..., ru
+
“ =pui,wiq. (10)
tui,wiuri“1 are called principal vectors. Moreover, each sub-
space U ,W is spanned by a set of linearly independent vec-
tors. In fact, there exist orthonormal bases U :“ ru1, ...,urs P
Rnˆr and V :“ rw1, ...,wr,wr`1, ...,wr1s P Rnˆr1 for
subspaces U and W , respectively. Also,
U “ spanpUq,
W “ spanpW q,
UHW “ “cospθq 0rˆr1´r‰ , (11)
where
cospθq :“ diagprcospθprqq, cospθpr ´ 1qq, ..., cospθp1qqsq
P Rrˆr. (12)
In the following, basic concepts of convex geometry are
reviewed.
B. Descent Cones
The descent cone Dpf,xq at a point x P Rn consists of the
set of directions that do not increase f and is given by:
Dpf,xq “
ď
tě0
tz P Rn : fpx` tzq ď fpxqu. (13)
5Figure 2: A schematic about the cones Dpf,xq, conepBfpxqq and the equal
expressions }PDpf,xqpgq}22 and dist2pg, conepBfpxqqq. }PDpf,xqpgq}22
intuitively expresses the bigness of Dpf,xq.
The descent cone reveals the local behavior of f near x and is
a convex set for convex functions. There is also a relationship
between decent cone and subdifferential [13, Chapter 23] given
by:
D˝pf,xq “ conepBfpxqq :“
ď
tě0
t.Bfpxq. (14)
C. Statistical Dimension
Definition 1. Statistical Dimension [14]: Let C Ď Rn be a
convex closed cone. Statistical dimension of C is defined as:
δpCq :“ E}PCpgq}22 “ Edist2pg, C˝q, (15)
where, g is an i.i.d. standard normal vector and PCpxq is the
projection of x P Rn onto the set C defined as: PCpxq “
arg min
zPC
}z ´ x}2.
Statistical dimension extends the concept of linear sub-
spaces to convex cones. Intuitively, it measures the size of
a cone. Furthermore,
δpDpf,xqq :“ E inf
tě0 infzPBfpxq
}g ´ tz}22, (16)
determines the precise number of measurements corresponding
to the transition from failure to success in Pf .
D. Optimality Condition
In the following, we characterize when Pf succeeds in the
noise-free case.
Proposition 1. [15, Proposition 2.1] Optimality condition:
Let f be a proper convex function. The vector x P Rn is the
unique optimal point of Pf if and only if Dpf,xqXnullpAq “
t0u.
The next theorem determines the number of measurements
needed for successful recovery of Pf for any proper convex
function f .
Theorem 1. [14, Theorem 2]: Let f : Rn Ñ R Y t˘8u be
a proper convex function and x P Rn a fixed sparse vector.
Suppose that m independent Gaussian linear measurements of
x are observed via the affine constraint y “ Ax P Rm. Then,
for a given tolerance η P r0, 1s if
m ě δpDpf,xqq `
c
8 logp4
η
qn,
we have
PpDpf,xq X nullpAq “ t0uq ě 1´ η.
Besides, if
m ď δpDpf,xqq ´
c
8 logp4
η
qn,
then,
PpDpf,xq X nullpAq “ t0uq ď η.
Also in [14], the following error bound for the statistical
dimension is provided:
Theorem 2. [14, Theorem 4.3] For any x P Rnzt0u:
0 ď inf
tě0Edist
2pg, tBfpxqq ´ δpDpf,xqq ď 2 supsPBfpxq }s}2
fp x}x}2 q
.
(17)
III. THE MEASUREMENT THRESHOLD FOR SUCCESSFUL
RECOVERY
Fix a probability of failure η P r0, 1s. Denote the normalized
number of measurements that Pnuc and Pw,nuc need for exact
recovery of a matrix X P Rnˆn by
mnuc :“ δpDp} ¨ }˚,Xqq
n2
,
mw,θu,θv :“ δpDp}hwp¨q}˚,Xqqn2 ,
respectively. In [14, Proposition 4.7], an upper-bound for mnuc
is provided. To facilitate the calculations, we obtain an upper-
bound for mnuc in harmony with our strategy of finding
optimal weights in this work. The proposed upper-bound
asymptotically equals the upper-bound in [14, Proposition 4.7].
Proposition 2. Consider a matrix X P Rnˆn with rank r.
Suppose that r, r1, n Ñ 8 with limiting ratios σ1 :“ rn and
σ2 :“ r1n with r1 ě r. Then,
mnuc Ñ pmnuc
for
pmnuc :“ inf
tě0 Ψpσ1, σ2q, (18)
with
Ψpσ1, σ2q “ 3σ21 ` t
2σ1
n ` σ21φp tα22?r , 1q ` 2σ1pσ2 ´ σ1q
φp tα23r_pr1´rq , s1q ` 2σ1p1´ σ1 ´ σ2qφp tα24r_pn´r1´rq , s2q`
2pσ2 ´ σ1qp1´ σ1 ´ σ2qφp tα34pr1´rq_pn´r1´rq , s3q`
pσ2 ´ σ1q2φp tα33?r1´r , 1q ` p1´ σ1 ´ σ2q2φp tα44?n´r´r1 , 1q,
(19)
6Figure 3: The difference between our upper-bound on mnuc i.e. pmnuc with
the one in [14, Equation 4.8] (labeled E1). The difference is negligible in
particular when r1 is not far from r which is practically more common.
where
φpτ, sq :“
ż ubpsq
lbpsq
pu´ τq2`
?
pubpsq2´u2qpu2´lbpsq2q
pius du,
s1 “ r^pr1´rqr_pr1´rq , s2 “ r^pn´r´r
1q
r_pn´r´r1q , s3 “ pr
1´rq^pn´r´r1q
pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q ,
lbpsq “ 1´?s, ubpsq “ 1`?s, (20)
and
α22 :“ r2pn´rq2 , α23 :“ rpr
1´rq
pn´rq2 , α24 “ rpn´r´r
1q
pn´rq2 ,
α33 “ pr1´rq2pn´rq2 , α34 “ pr
1´rqpn´r´r1q
pn´rq2 , α44 “ pn´r´r
1q2
pn´rq2 .
(21)
Proof. See Appendix D.
Remark 1. (Prior work) In [14, Equation 4.8] an upper-bound
is derived for mnuc. Here, we compare our bound i.e. pmnuc
with theirs. Denote the difference between pmnuc and the upper-
bound in [14, Equation 4.8] by E1. From Figure 3, we observe
that the error E1 is negligible when r1 is not far from r which
is practically common. Moreover, since the upper-bound [14,
Equation 4.8] describes mnuc well (the error is at most 2n?nr ),
regarding Figure 3, one can infer that pmnuc also approximates
mnuc suitably up to an asymptotically vanishing error term.
In what follows, we obtain an upper-bound for mw,θu,θv .
This bound helps us to find the optimal weights later. The
strategy of providing this bound is, to some extent, similar
to the strategy used in Proposition 2. However, the derivation
is more elaborate; in fact, this bound, unlike pmnuc, depends
on the principal angles i.e. θu,θv P r0, 90˝sr and the weight
vector w making it more involved.
Proposition 3. Consider a rank r matrix X P Rnˆn with
column and row subspaces U and V , respectively. Also,
assume that we are given the subspaces rU Ď Rn andrV Ď Rn with dimension r1 ě r that have known principal
angles θu P r0˝, 90˝sr and θv P r0˝, 90˝sr with U and V ,
respectively. Then,
mw,θu,θv ď pmw,θu,θv , (22)
for
pmw,θu,θv :“ inf
tě0
Ψtpw,θu,θvq
n2
, (23)
with
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ 3r2 ` ptw1q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq`
ptw2q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` ptw3q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq
cos2pθvpiqq ` ptw4q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq`
pw4w3 ´ 1q2ptw1 ` tw2q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq
sin2pθvpiqq cos2pθvpiqq
+
` pw3w1 ´ 1q2ptw1 ` tw3q2
rÿ
i“1#
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq sin
2pθupiqq cos2pθupiqq
+
`
rÿ
i“1
rφpσipE22q`ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L qσipC´1R qα22?
r
, 1q`
r _ pr1 ´ rq
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L qα23?
r_pr1´rq , s1q`
r _ pn´ r ´ r1q
r^pn´r1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw1qptw4qσipC´1L qα24?
r_pn´r´r1q , s2q`
r _ pr1 ´ rq
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw2qptw3qσipC´1R qα32?
r_pr1´rq , s1q ` pr
1 ´ rq2
φp ptw1qα33?pr1´rq , 1q ` pr
1 ´ rq _ pn´ r ´ r1q
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
φp tw2α34?pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q , s3q ` r _ pn´ r ´ r
1q
r^n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
φp ptw3qptw4qσipC´1R qα42?
r^pn´r´r1q , s2q ` pr
1 ´ rq _ pn´ r ´ r1q
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
φp tw3α43?pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q , s3q ` pn´ r ´ r
1q2
φp tw4α44?
n´r´r1 , 1q, (24)
where
E22 “
´
ptw4q2 ´ ptw3q2 ´ ptw2q2 ` ptw1q2
¯
˜
ptw1q2cos2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw2q2cos2pθuqsin2pθvq`
ptw3q2sin2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw4q2sin2pθuqsin2pθvq
¸´ 12
sinpθuqcospθuqsinpθvqcospθvq, (25)
CL :“
´
ptw1q2cos2pθuq ` ptw3q2sin2pθuq
¯ 1
2
, (26)
CR :“
´
ptw3q2cos2pθvq ` ptw4q2sin2pθvq
¯ 1
2
. (27)
Proof. See Appendix E.
7Remark 2. (Special case of Proposition 3) Interestingly,pmw,θu,θv coincides with pmnuc when we set w “ 1 P R3.
In other words, this implies the fact that the required number
of measurements of Pw,nuc in the special case of w “ 1 P R3
is the same as the number of measurements that Pnuc needs
for successful recovery.
From Remarks 1 and 2, it is obvious that pm1,θu,θv is the
same as mnuc. Thus, one could simply think of the following
question:
‚ Is pmw,θu,θv a good description of mw,θu,θv?
In the following Lemma, we provide a positive answer to this
question. In fact, we demonstrate that the proposed upper-
bound in Proposition 3 is asymptotically tight.
Lemma 1. The number of measurements that Pw,nuc
with parameters θu “ rθup1q, ..., θuprqsT and θv “
rθvp1q, ..., θvprqsT , needs for exact recovery of X P Rnˆn
satisfies the following error bound:
pmw,θu,θv ´ 2n?nrc ď mw,θu,θv ď pmw,θu,θv , (28)
where
c “ mintsinpθup1qq, cospθuprqqumintsinpθvp1qq, cospθvprqqu.
Proof. See Appendix F
It is worth mentioning that the error term is independent of
w, constant and vanishes asymptotically.
IV. HOW TO FIND OPTIMAL WEIGHTS
In this section, we propose the strategy of finding the unique
optimal weights. First, we present a general Lemma about the
function δpDp}hwp¨q}˚,Xqq. Actually, this Lemma states that
this function (ignoring the infimum on t ě 0 in the definition
of statistical dimension) is strictly convex with respect to w P
R3`. This Lemma helps us later in proving the uniqueness of
optimal weights.
Lemma 2. Assume C :“ B} ¨ }˚phwpXqq does not contain the
origin. Also, denote G P Rnˆn a random matrix with i.i.d.
standard normal entries. Consider the function
Jpvq :“ Edist2pG, hvpCqq :“ ErJGpvqs,
with v :“ rv1, v2, v3s. (29)
The function J is strictly convex and continuous at v P
R3`. Further, it attains its minimum in the set
´
0, n
´
1 `
pn2`1q 14??
n2`1´n
¯ı3
.
Proof. See Appendix G.
Now, we introduce our strategy of finding the unique
optimal weights. Consider the error bound in Lemma 1. By
taking infimum from both sides, it holds that
inf
wPR3`
pmw,θu,θv ´ 2n?nrc ď infwPR3`mw,θu,θv ď
inf
wPR3`
pmw,θu,θv . (30)
mw,θu,θv is surrounded by the same upper and lower-bounds
up to an asymptotically vanishing constant term. We minimize
this expression so as to reach the optimal weights w˚ “
rw1˚ , w2˚ , w3˚ sT via
w˚ :“ arg min
wPR3`
pmw,θu,θv “ arg min
wPR3`
inf
tě0 Ψtpw,θu,θvq “
arg min
vPR3`
Jpvq. (31)
The reason to name these weights, optimal, lies in the fact that
they asymptotically (as nÑ8) minimize the required number
of measurements in Pw,nuc. Note that in the second equality of
(31), we converted two variables w and t into a single vector
variable v “ tw P R3. This is since w in Ψtpw,θu,θvq of
(24) always appears along with the scalar t (namely in the form
of tw). Therefore, by finding v˚ (last term in (31)), we can
reach the optimal weights w˚ up to a positive scaling factor.
As a matter of fact, by the aid of Lemma 2, v˚ is unique and
lies in the set
´
0, n
´
1` pn2`1q
1
4??
n2`1´n
¯ı3
. Hence, w˚ is unique
up to a positive scaling factor. Note that this scaling factor
is not the case since it is effectless on Pw,nuc. To obtain w˚
in (31), we propose a simple algorithm in Algorithm 1 called
Optweights. In Optweights, we solve the convex optimization
problem
rw1˚ , w2˚ , w3˚ s “ argmin
w1ě0
w2ě0
w3ě0
pmw,θu,θv , (32)
to reach the triple rw1˚ , w2˚ , w3˚ s.
Qualitatively speaking, Algorithm 1 is based on alternating
minimization (AM) approach. AM method is used to solve
multivariate unconstrained optimization problems. The idea
is based on optimizing each coordinate, individually. The
advantages of our proposed algorithm are
‚ Each iteration is cheap.
‚ Unlike the gradient-based algorithms, it needs no step-
size tuning.
‚ It is simple to implement.
In essence, Optweights (Algorithm 1) converts the multivariate
optimization problem into some with scalar variables. For
solving scalar optimization problems in Optweights (i.e. Step
10 in Algorithm 1), we use Golden Section Search (GSS)
method (Algorithm 2) which tries to narrow the range of values
(a and b in Algorithm 2) inside which the minimum is known
to exist.
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present the result of some computer
experiments designed to evaluate the effect of optimal weight-
ing strategy in matrix sensing given some prior subspace
information. Note that the optimal weights are obtained using
Algorithm 1. First, we construct a matrix
X “ UnˆrΣrˆrV Hnˆr, (33)
with n “ 10, r “ 3. Then, we construct two subspaces rU
and rV with dimension r1 ě r, that have known principal
angles θu P r0, 90˝sr and θv P r0, 90˝sr with column and row
subspaces of the ground-truth matrix X i.e. U “ spanpUq
8Algorithm 1 Optweights (Proposed algorithm for finding
optimal weights)
1: procedure OPTWEIGHTS(pmw,θu,θv , maxiter, Tol)
2: fpw1, w2, w3q “ pmw,θu,θv ,
3: with w “ rw1, w2, w3sT , cost function
4: w1i Ð 1 @i P t1, 2, 3u,
5: k Ð 1,
6: repeat
7: for i “ 1 to 3 do
8: Optimize the ith coordinate
9: φpζq :“ fpwk`11 , ..., wk`1i´1looooooomooooooon
done
, ζlomon
current
, wki`1, ..., wk3looooomooooon
to do
q,
10:
wk`1i Ð argmin
ζPR
φpζq use GSS algorithm 2,
11: end for
12: k Ð k ` 1
13: until }wk´wk´1}2 ă Tol or |fpwkq´fpwk´1q| ă
Tol or k ą maxiter,
14: Output w˚ Ð rwk1 , wk2 , wk3 sT ,
15: end procedure
and V “ spanpV q, respectively. Note that, the bases rU andrV are chosen such that
UH rU “ “cospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq‰ ,
V H rV “ “cospθvq 0rˆpr1´rq‰ .
Next, we compute the optimal weights w˚ by Algorithm
1. We compare Pnuc with Pw˚,nuc for different θu and θv .
Our assessment criterion is the probability of success over 50
Monte Carlo trials. A trial is declared successful if
}X ´ xX}F
}X}F ď 10
´2, (34)
where xX is the solution of optimization problems provided by
CVX MATLAB package [16]. Below, we investigate different
cases of principal angles.
In Figure 4, we tested some cases of excellent prior subspace
information in which rU and rV are slightly diverged from
U and V . Also, we set the deviation level of column and
row subspaces roughly the same. From Figures 4(a)–4(e), it
is observed that the required sample complexity of Pw,nuc
reaches the optimal number of measurements i.e. r2. Besides,
its sample complexity is far from that in Pnuc. In Figure 5, rU
and rV , are close to UK and VK, respectively. Figures 5(a)–
5(c) show that even when rU and rV are very far from U and V ,
respectively, the reduction of sample complexity is possible. It
is worth mentioning that one can also hope to reach the optimal
number of measurements when there exists a subspace with
dimension r1 “ n´ r that is very close to UK. This case can
be observed in Figure 5(c).
In Figure 6, we test a scenario where the principal angles
are not so small but less than 45˝. One can see from Figures
Algorithm 2 GSS (Golden Section Search)
1: procedure GSS(a, b, maxiter, Tol)
2: a and b are some lower and upper-bounds for xmin
3: τ “
?
5´1
2 golden ratio
4: f “ costfunpxq cost function
5: x1 “ a` p1´ τqpb´ aq
6: x2 “ a` τpb´ aq
7: k Ð 1
8: repeat
9: k Ð k ` 1
10: if fpx1q ă fpx2q then
11: bÐ x2
12: x2 Ð x1
13: x1 “ a` p1´ τqpb´ aq
14: else
15: aÐ x1
16: x1 Ð x2
17: x2 Ð a` τpb´ aq
18: k Ð k ` 1
19: end if
20: until |b´ a| ă Tol and k ą maxiter
21: if fpx1q ď fpx2q then
22: xmin Ð x1
23: else
24: xmin Ð x2
25: end if
26: Output xmin
27: end procedure
6(a)–6(e) that as much as the principal angles get less, more
reduction is achievable in the required sample complexity.
In Figure 7, optimal weighting strategy is investigated when
there exists weak prior subspace information about the column
and row space of X . By weak prior, we mean a case that rU
and rV are almost as close to U and V as they are to UK
and VK. In these cases, (see Figures 7(a)–7(d)) the sample
complexity of our algorithm approaches the one in Pnuc.
In the last experiment shown in Figure 8, we consider
the case where accuracies of rU and rV are different. From
Figures 8(a)–8(d), it is observed that a huge sample complexity
reduction is feasible when either prior column or row subspace
information is close to the respective subspaces of the ground-
truth matrix.
VI. RELATED WORKS AND KEY DIFFERENCES
In [3], a non-uniform sampling distribution is considered
for a Netflix data set and is shown that a properly weighted
trace norm of the form
}X}tr :“ }diagp?pqXdiagp?qq}˚, (35)
works well where ppiq, i “ 1, ..., n and qpjq, j “ 1, ..., n are
the probability of observing row i and column j of the matrix.
In [17], a non-uniform sampling scheme is considered in
which the authors propose a generalized nuclear norm which
penalizes the directions in the vector space of X P Rn1ˆn2
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Figure 4: The effect of optimal weighting strategy in Pw,nuc when rU and rV have almost the same accuracy and are very close to U and V , respectively.
(a)r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r0.0196, 0.0156, 0.005sT ,θv “ r0.0258, 0.0146, 0.0098sT . The calculated optimal weights are equal
to w˚1 “ 4.8808ˆ10´4, w˚2 “ 0.0907, w˚3 “ 0.1002, w˚4 “ 18.6213. (b) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles and optimal weights are equal to θu “r0.1858, 0.1426, 0.0742sT ,θv “ r0.205, 0.1374, 0.0878sT w˚1 “ 1.1487ˆ10´4, w˚2 “ 0.0366, w˚3 “ 0.0398, w˚4 “ 12.6870. (c) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10.
The principal angles are θu “ r0.2636, 0.1592, 0.0281sT ,θv “ r0.3212, 0.1438, 0.0470sT and the optimal weights are equal to w˚1 “ 0.013, w˚2 “
0.4596, w˚3 “ 0.4917, w˚4 “ 17.3836. (d) r1 “ r “ 5, n “ 20. The principal angles are θu “ r0.3236, 0.2660, 0.2465, 0.2104, 0.135sT ,θv “r0.2836, 0.2667, 0.2512, 0.1917, 0.1703sT and the calculated optimal weights are equal to w˚1 “ 0.0008, w˚2 “ 0.1305, w˚3 “ 0.1232, w˚4 “ 19.5313.
(e) r1 “ r “ 5, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r0.0295, 0.024, 0.0156, 0.0147, 0.0108sT ,θv “ r0.2996, 0.2635, 0.2346, 0.1656, 0.1475sT and
the calculated optimal weights are equal to w˚1 “ 0.0001, w˚2 “ 0.0357, w˚3 “ 0.0977, w˚4 “ 28.6213.
non-uniformly; namely, allocates larger weights to certain
directions than others.
In [5], the authors heuristically propose the following opti-
mization problem to exploit prior subspace information:
min
ZPRn1ˆn2
}pλP rU ` P rUKqZpρP rV ` P rVKq}˚
s.t. }y ´ApZq}F ď , (36)
where rU and rV with dimension r are the estimates of column
and row subspaces of the rank r ground-truth matrix X P
Rnˆn, y “ ApXq ` e, and  is an upper-bound for }e}2.
However, they did not answer how to explicitly find λ and ρ.
In [18], the authors investigated the same objective func-
tion as in [5]. They showed that the isometry constant for
Ap¨q can be more conservative and thus the required bound
for robust recovery can be lowered provided that the prior
subspace information is good (θup1q, θvp1q ă 45˝). Only
in case of θup1q “ θvp1q “ θ, they suggest to choose
λ “ ρ “
ba
tan4pθq ` tan2pθq ´ tan2pθq so as to maximize
the RIP bound. There are some key differences between our
work and [18] which are listed below:
‚ They assume that the subspace estimate and the ground-
truth subspace are of the same dimension r. This as-
sumption fails to occur in practical scenarios in some
certain settings for example in Netflix problem where a
higher dimensional subspace estimate is available to the
practitioner (see Subsection I-E for more explanations).
In our work, we consider a generalized case where high
dimensional row and column subspaces are angled from
the row and column subspaces of interest.
‚ The meaning of optimal in that work differs from ours
in that their weights maximize the RIP constants while
ours minimize the required sample complexity.
‚ [18] considers only the effect of the largest principal an-
gle on the performance bounds while in fact all principal
angles directly affect the performance bounds.
‚ The measurement bound in [18] depends on Ap¨q while
our bound is independent of the sampling operator.
‚ There is a wide range of principal angles (45˝ ď θu ď
90˝) for which no improvement is predicted in [18],
inevitably reaching the performance bound of Pnuc. The
only exception that our algorithm reaches the perfor-
mance bound of Pnuc is the case tθupiq, θvpiquri“1 “ 45˝.
For instance, θupiq “ θvpiq « 90˝ i “ 1, ..., r is
considered to be a weak prior subspace information in
[18], while it is excellent in our work, leading to a huge
10
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Figure 5: The effect of optimal weighting strategy in Pw,nuc when rU and rV have almost the same accuracy and are closer to UK and VK than U
and V , respectively. (a) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles and the obtained optimal weights are θu “ r89.9832, 89.9205, 89.8863sT ,θv “
r89.9845, 89.9435, 89.9391sT and w˚1 “ 91.0229, w˚2 “ 7.7079, w˚3 “ 8.0082, w˚4 “ 0.6781, respectively. (b) r1 “ 7, r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal
angles are θu “ r89.8961, 89.8351, 89.8095sT ,θv “ r89.8671, 89.8480, 89.8273sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 71.003, w˚2 “ 7.2299, w˚3 “
7.2539, w˚4 “ 0.7386. (c) r1 “ 7, r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r89.9926, 89.9872, 89.9835sT ,θv “ r89.9932, 89.9892, 89.9864sT
while the optimal weights are equal to w˚1 “ 109.9399, w˚2 “ 8.445, w˚3 “ 8.478, w˚4 “ 0.6512.
sample complexity reduction. Also, when θu ď 45˝,
unlike ours, their bound is not optimal in the sense of
sample complexity. Overall, our proposed method acts
much better in terms of the required sample complexity.
VII. USEFUL LEMMAS
This section provides necessary mathematical tools for
Sections III and IV.
A. Constructing a basis for Rnˆn
In this section, we find a special basis for Rnˆn that
simplifies the sample complexity analysis in Pw,nuc. The
following lemma precisely states this.
Lemma 3. Consider a rank r matrix X P Rnˆn with column
and row subspaces U and V , respectively. Also, assume that
we are given the subspaces rU Ď Rn and rV Ď Rn, each with
dimension r1 ě r, that have known principal angles θu P
r0˝, 90˝sr and θv P r0˝, 90˝sr with U and V , respectively.
Then, there exist bases U P Rnˆr, V P Rnˆr, rU P Rnˆr1 ,rV P Rnˆr1 and
BL :“
”
Unˆr U 11nˆr U
1
2nˆpr1´rq U
2
nˆpn´r´r1q
ı
,
BR :“
”
Vnˆr V 11nˆr V
1
2nˆpr1´rq V
2
nˆpn´r´r1q
ı
,
(37)
such that
U “ span pUq ,rU “ spanp rUq,
V “ span pV q ,rV “ spanp rV q.
rU “ BL
»——–
cospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq
´ sinpθuq 0
0 ´Ir1´r
0 0
fiffiffifl (38)
rV “ BR
»——–
cospθvq 0
´ sinpθvq 0
0r1´rˆr ´Ir1´r
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0
fiffiffifl , (39)
where
U 11 “ ´PUK rU „sin´1pθuq0r1´rˆr

,
U 12 “ ´PUK rU „ 0Ir1´rˆr

,
V 11 “ ´PVK rV „sin´1pθvq0r1´rˆr

,
V 12 “ ´PVK rV „ 0Ir1´rˆr

,
(40)
and cospθuq is defined as
cospθuq :“ diag
”
cospθuprqq, cospθupr ´ 1qq, ..., cospθup1qq
ı
P Rnˆn,
cospθvq :“ diag
”
cospθvprqq, cospθvpr ´ 1qq, ..., cospθvp1qq
ı
P Rnˆn. (41)
Lemma (3) allows us to find suppphwpXqq which is later
helpful. Below, we state a lemma that includes this, along
with a crucial decomposition of hwpZq for an arbitrary matrix
Z P Rnˆn.
Lemma 4. Consider a matrix X P Rnˆn with column and
row spaces U and V , respectively. Then, hwpZq in (7) with
the convention w4 :“ w2w3w1 for an arbitrary matrix Z P Rnˆn
is decomposed as:
hwpZq “ p 1
w3
qBLOLLBHLZBRRHOHRBHR , (42)
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Figure 6: The effect of optimal weighting strategy in Pw,nuc when rU and rV are closer to U and V than UK and VK, respectively Also, the accuracies
of rU and rV are almost equal. (a) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r2.1069, 1.5826, 0.9226sT ,θv “ r1.6620, 1.0637, 0.7858sT .
The calculated optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.0112, w˚2 “ 0.3625, w˚3 “ 0.3257, w˚4 “ 10.5095. (b) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are
θu “ r2.7698, 1.5071, 1.3792sT ,θv “ r2.4161, 1.0778, 0.4847sT . The calculated optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.0134, w˚2 “ 0.4132, w˚3 “ 0.3539, w˚4 “
10.9387. (c) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r21.3380, 6.2792, 3.5496sT ,θv “ r16.0732, 6.0245, 2.5172sT . The optimal weights are
w˚1 “ 0.4832, w˚2 “ 1.6806, w˚3 “ 1.6169, w˚4 “ 5.6237. (d) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r32.0793, 16.3673, 11.5502sT ,θv “r25.0806, 14.4304, 6.7770sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.5842, w˚2 “ 1.6130, w˚3 “ 1.4967, w˚4 “ 4.1325. (e) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The
principal angles are θu “ r2.0528, 1.1229, 0.8021sT ,θv “ r1.4690, 0.4807, 0.2612sT and the optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.0608, w˚2 “ 0.9920, w˚3 “
0.7907, w˚4 “ 12.8981.
where, BL P Rnˆn and BR P Rnˆn are defined in Lemma 3.
Also,
OL :“
»————–
ˆ
w1 cos
2pθuq ` w3 sin2pθuq
˙
pCLq´1
pw3 ´ w1q sinpθuq cospθuqpCLq´1
0
0
pw1 ´ w3q sinpθuq cospθuqpCLq´1 0 0ˆ
w1 cos
2pθuq ` w3 sin2pθuq
˙
pCLq´1 0 0
0 Ir1´r 0
0 0 In´r´r1
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
(43)
OR :“
»————–
ˆ
w3 cos
2pθvq ` w4 sin2pθvq
˙
pCRq´1
pw4 ´ w3q sinpθvq cospθvqpCRq´1
0
0
pw3 ´ w4q sinpθvq cospθvqpCRq´1 0 0ˆ
w3 cos
2pθvq ` w4 sin2pθvq
˙
pCRq´1 0 0
0 Ir1´r 0
0 0 In´r´r1
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
(44)
L :“
»——–
CL L12 0 0
0 w1w3C
´1
L 0 0
0 0 w1Ir1´r 0
0 0 0 w3In´r´r1
fiffiffifl , (45)
R :“
»——–
CR R12 0 0
0 w3w4∆
´1
R 0 0
0 0 w3Ir1´r 0
0 0 0 w4In´r´r1
fiffiffifl , (46)
where
CL “ pw21 cos2pθuq ` w23 sinpθuqq 12 , (47)
CR “ pw23 cos2pθvq ` w24 sinpθvqq 12 , (48)
L12 “ pw23 ´ w21q sinpθuq cospθuqC´1L , (49)
R12 “ pw24 ´ w23q sinpθvq cospθvqC´1R , (50)
and BL, BR, OL and OR are orthonormal bases. Also, L
and R are upper-triangular matrices.
Lemma 5. Let X “ UnˆrΣrˆrV Hnˆr be the reduced SVD
form of X P Rnˆn. Then, the unsorted SVD of hwpXq is
obtained as
hwpXq “ BLOL
„p 1w3 qCLΣCR 0rˆpn´rq
0n´rˆr 0pn´rqˆpn´rq

OHRB
H
R .
(51)
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Figure 7: The effect of optimal weighting strategy in Pw,nuc in case of weak and almost equal accuracies of rU and rV . (a) r1 “ r “ 3,
n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r81.7481, 54.6846, 40.0055sT ,θv “ r88.8679, 79.7605, 60.8808sT . The calculated optimal weights are
w˚1 “ 2.0781, w˚2 “ 1.3021, w˚3 “ 2.5499, w˚4 “ 1.5976. (b) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r76.6703, 15.0108, 5.9896sT ,θv “r89.6091, 12.5393, 5.0507sT . The corresponding optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.6691, w˚2 “ 1.4492, w˚3 “ 1.3059, w˚4 “ 2.8285. (c) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10.
The principal angles are θu “ r89.4788, 72.0998, 42.8150sT ,θv “ r88.5496, 84.0146, 58.8733sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 2.6334, w˚2 “
1.7578, w˚3 “ 2.2170, w˚4 “ 1.4799. (d) r1 “ r “ 5, n “ 20. The principal angles are θu “ r74.75, 68.0787, 65.8337, 56.3507, 52.5944sT ,θv “r89.2984, 73.4526, 62.7018, 55.48, 46.3011sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 2.9837, w˚2 “ 2.9356, w˚3 “ 2.9153, w˚4 “ 2.8683.
Corollary 1. Let pT :“ suppphwpXqq and T1 :“ supppIrq.
Then, sgnphwpXqq and P pTKpZq for an arbitrary matrix Z P
Rnˆn are obtained by
sgnphwpXqq “ BLOLPT1pInqOHRBHR , (52)
P pTKpZq “ BLOLPTK1 pOHLBHLZBRORqOHRBHR . (53)
Proof. See Appendix H
B. Spectral Analysis of Large Random Matrices
In this part, we aim at specifying the behavior of sin-
gular values of large i.i.d. random Gaussian matrices e.g.
G P Rn1ˆn2 . First, we state a well-known fact that specifies
the limiting behavior of eigenvalues of random matrices to
the Marcˇenko Pastur law [19] ( [20, Theorem 3.6]). Here, we
approximate the distribution of singular values of a random
i.i.d. standard normal matrix by a version of Marcˇenko–Pastur
Law [19]. The proof uses a change of variable to match
the argument for singular values which does not much differ
from [20, Theorem 3.6] and thus we omitted the uninteresting
details of this change.
Fact 1. Let G P Rn1ˆn2 (n1 ď n2) be a matrix with i.i.d.
standard normal distribution, s :“ n1n2 , and ubp¨q, lbp¨q be
defined as in (20). Then, the probability density function (pdf)
of σp G?n2 q is given by:
fpuq “
apubpsq2 ´ u2qpu2 ´ lbpsq2q
pisu
, @u P rlbpsq, ubpsqs.
(54)
One can see from Figure 9 that the empirical density esti-
mate of singular values of a random matrix G with Gaussian
ensemble (shown with bars) harmonizes with the obtained
bound in Fact 1 (shown with dashed line).
In the following lemma, we obtain the limiting behavior
of E 1n1
řn1
i“1pσip G?n2 q ´ fiq2` for a non-increasingly ordered
vector f .
Lemma 6. Consider a random matrix G P Rn1ˆn2 whose
elements are drawn from i.i.d. standard normal distribution.
Let fi, i “ 1, . . . , n1 be the non-increasingly ordered elements
of f P Rn`. Suppose n1, n2 Ñ 8 and s :“ n1n2 P p0, 1s. Then,
we have:
S :“ E 1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
pσip G?
n2
q ´ fiq2` ď
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
ż ubpsq
lbpsq
pu´ fiq2`
apubpsq2 ´ u2qpu2 ´ lbpsq2q
pius
du :“ Sap,
(55)
where ubp¨q and lbp¨q are defined in (20).
Proof. See Appendix I.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 8: The effect of optimal weighting strategy in Pw,nuc when the accuracy of rU and rV are different. (a) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal
angles are θu “ r0.2094, 0.1374, 0.0668sT ,θv “ r77.0117, 53.6449, 47.4287sT and the optimal weights are w˚1 “ 0.5910, w˚2 “ 0.4501, w˚3 “
12.1409, w˚4 “ 9.2470. (b) r1 “ r “ 3, n “ 10. The principal angles are θu “ r0.0210, 0.0137, 0.0067sT ,θv “ r19.8050, 13.4433, 12.8398sT .
The optimal weights are equal to w˚1 “ 0.1078, w˚2 “ 0.2473, w˚3 “ 7.5826, w˚4 “ 17.3987. (c) r1 “ r “ 5, n “ 20. The principal angles are
θu “ r2.5765, 2.5291, 1.852, 1.6211, 1.1702sT ,θv “ r89.9748, 89.6046, 89.1707, 88.5476, 87.9445sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 5.1241, w˚2 “
1.4695, w˚3 “ 28.0858, w˚4 “ 8.0542. (d) r1 “ r “ 5, n “ 20. The principal angles are θu “ r27.4179, 26.3887, 21.2222, 16.8778, 9.2861sT ,θv “r88.5979, 83.8165, 81.5085, 77.0814, 73.7583sT . The optimal weights are w˚1 “ 3.6265, w˚2 “ 1.7947, w˚3 “ 7.7617, w˚4 “ 3.8412.
n1 n2 γ S Sap
10 100 0.3 0.48 0.487
100 1000 0.5 0.26 0.27
10 1000 0.9 0.0096 0.01
5 5 0.2 0.69 0.71
Table I: This table shows the quantities S and Sap in (55) for some settings
used in our analysis in Proposition 3. Notice that f (55) is obtained using
f “ γσpCn1ˆn2 q where C „ N p0, n´12 Iq and the expectation in S is
computed via empirical mean over 5000 iterations.
Remark 3. (On the tightness of Sap in (55)) In the proof of
Proposition 3, we face examples of (55) for which n1 ď n2
(usually n1 is chosen to be small while n2 is large) and f is
chosen as
f “ γσpCn1ˆn2q, (56)
where γ is a scaling factor (usually less than one) and Cn1ˆn2
is a random matrix 8 distributed as N p0, n´12 Iq. We test some
examples of this flavor in Table I and the upper-bound Sap
is numerically observed to be tight for the mentioned cases.
Noteworthy, if fis are all equal, the inequality in (55) turns
into equality.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a new approach for exploiting
subspace prior information in matrix sensing. We assumed that
8The matrix C in the proofs of Proposition 3 is deterministic and not
random. However, the final result shall not be much different.
Figure 9: A comparison between probability density estimate of σp G?
n2
q and
the theory obtained in Fact 1.
two given subspaces form some known angles with the column
and row spaces of the ground-truth matrix. We exploited these
angles by introducing a new weighted optimization problem
and obtained the unique optimal weights that minimize the
required number of measurements. The outcome of our work
is to use considerably less measurements compared with the
regular nuclear norm minimization.
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APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 3
Proof. Assume rU P Rnˆr1 and rUK P Rnˆpn´r1q be some
orthonormal bases for rU and rUK, respectively. Also, sincerU and rUK are uniquely characterized by their respective
projection matrices i.e. P rU P Rnˆn and P rUK P Rnˆn, without
loss of generality, assume that
UH rU “ “cospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq‰ :“ UHr rU1, rU2s,
UH rUK “ “sinpθuq 0rˆpn´r1´rq‰ :“ UHr rUK1 , rUK2 s,
where rU1 P Rnˆr rU2 P Rnˆr1´r, rUK1 P Rnˆr andrUK2 P Rnˆn´r1´r are orthonormal bases forming the sub-
spaces rU1 Ď rU , rU2 Ď rU , rUK1 Ď rUK, and rUK2 Ď rUK,
respectively. (otherwise one could redefine rU , rUK and U by
taking SVD of UH rU and UH rUK, since rotation in rU andrUK does not affect P rU and P rUK ).
The column space of any matrix in Rnˆn can be decom-
posed into the spaces U , UKŞ rU1, UKŞ rU2 and UKŞ rUK2 ,
where for the last three, we construct an orthonormal basis as
follows:
U 11 :“ ´PUK rU1 sin´1pθuq P Rnˆr,
U 12 :“ ´PUK rU2 P Rnˆr1´r,
U2 :“ ´PUK rUK2 P Rnˆn´r´r1 ; (57)
such that
BL :“
”
Unˆr U 11nˆr U
1
2nˆpr1´rq U
2
nˆpn´r´r1q
ı
,
forms an orthonormal basis for the column span of any
matrix in Rnˆn. Similar to the above statements, there exist
orthonormal bases
V 11 :“ ´PVK rV1 sin´1pθvq P Rnˆr,
V 12 :“ ´PVK rV2 P Rnˆr1´r,
V 2 :“ ´PVK rV K2 P Rnˆn´r´r1 , (58)
such that
BR :“
”
Vnˆr V 11nˆr V
1
2nˆpr1´rq V
2
nˆpn´r´r1q
ı
,
forms an orthonormal basis for the row space of any arbitrary
matrix in Rnˆn. Lastly, it is easy to verify that the matricesrU and rV can be represented in the bases BL and BR as
follows:
rU “ BL
»——–
cospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq
´ sinpθuq 0
0 ´Ir1´r
0 0
fiffiffifl P Rnˆr1 ,
rV “ BR
»——–
cospθvq 0
´ sinpθvq 0
0r1´rˆr ´Ir1´r
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0
fiffiffifl P Rnˆr1 .

B. Proof of Lemma 4
Proof. Define
w4 :“ w2w3
w1
.
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The expression hwpZq in (7) can be reformulated as
hwpZq “ 1
w3
´
w1P rU ` w3P rUK
¯
Z
´
w3P rV ` w4P rVK
¯
.
(59)
We start our derivation by (38) and (39) to find P rU , P rV which
are the essential components of hwpZq. By (38) and (39), it
is simply holds that
P rU “ rU rUH “ BL»——–
cos2pθuq ´sinpθuqcospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq 0
´sinpθuqcospθuq sin2pθuq 0 0
0 0 Ir1´r 0
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0 0 0
fiffiffiflBHL .
(60)
Also, we have:
P rUK “ I ´ P rU “ BL»——–
sin2pθuq sinpθuqcospθuq 0rˆpr1´rq 0
sinpθuqcospθuq cos2pθuq 0 0
0 0 0r1´r 0
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0 0 In´r´r1
fiffiffifl
BHL . (61)
It also follows that
w1P rU ` w3P rUK “ BL»——–
w1cos
2pθuq ` w3sin2pθuq pw3 ´ w1qsinpθuqcospθuq
pw3 ´ w1qsinpθuqcospθuq w3cos2pθuq ` w1sin2pθuq
0 0
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0
0rˆpr1´rq 0
0 0
0r1´r 0
0 In´r´r1
fiffiffiflBHL . (62)
We next simplify (62) by applying a QR decomposition to the
matrix in the bracket. Namely,»——–
w1cos
2pθuq ` w3sin2pθuq pw3 ´ w1qsinpθuqcospθuq
pw3 ´ w1qsinpθuqcospθuq w3cos2pθuq ` w1sin2pθuq
0 0
0pn´r´r1qˆr 0
0rˆpr1´rq 0
0 0
0r1´r 0
0 In´r´r1
fiffiffifl “
»————–
ˆ
w1 cos
2pθuq ` w3 sin2pθuq
˙
pCLq´1
pw3 ´ w1q sinpθuq cospθuqpCLq´1
0
0
pw1 ´ w3q sinpθuq cospθuqpCLq´1 0 0ˆ
w1 cos
2pθuq ` w3 sin2pθuq
˙
pCLq´1 0 0
0 Ir1´r 0
0 0 In´r´r1
fiffiffiffiffifl
¨
»——–
CL L12 0 0
0 w1w3C
´1
L 0 0
0 0 w1Ir1´r 0
0 0 0 w3In´r´r1
fiffiffifl
:“ OLL, (63)
whereOL is an orthonormal basis and L is an upper-triangular
matrix. We rewrite (62) as
w1P rU ` w3P rUK “ BLOLLBHL “ BLLHOHLBHL , (64)
where the last equality is since OLL “ LHOHL . With a similar
approach on the row space of X , one may write
w3P rV ` w4P rVK “ BRORRBHR “ BRRHOHRBHR (65)
where
OR :“
»————–
ˆ
w3 cos
2pθvq ` w4 sin2pθvq
˙
pCRq´1
pw4 ´ w3q sinpθvq cospθvqpCRq´1
0
0
pw3 ´ w4q sinpθvq cospθvqpCRq´1 0 0ˆ
w3 cos
2pθvq ` w4 sin2pθvq
˙
pCRq´1 0 0
0 Ir1´r 0
0 0 In´r´r1
fiffiffiffiffifl ,
(66)
is an orthonormal basis of Rn and
R :“
»——–
CR R12 0 0
0 w3w4∆
´1
R 0 0
0 0 w3Ir1´r 0
0 0 0 w4In´r´r1
fiffiffifl , (67)
is an triangular matrix. Lastly, hwpZq for an arbitrary Z P
Rnˆn (the relation (59)) may be written as (42). 
C. Proof of Lemma 5
Proof. Since
BHLXBR “
„
Σrˆr 0rˆpn´rq
0pn´rqˆr 0pn´rqˆpn´rq

, (68)
it follows that
LBHLXBRR
H “
„
CLΣCR 0rˆpn´rq
0 0pn´rqˆpn´rq

. (69)
As CLΣCR is a diagonal matrix, one may deduce from (42)
that
hwpXq “ BLOL
„p 1w3 qCLΣCR 0rˆpn´rq
0n´rˆr 0pn´rqˆpn´rq

OHRB
H
R ,
(70)
provides an unsorted SVD form for hwpXq. 
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D. Proof of Proposition 2
Proof. Before proving the result, we define some notations
which are required in our analysis.
T :“ supppXq,
T1 :“
#
Z P Rnˆn, Z “
„
Z11rˆr Z12rˆn´r
Z21n´rˆr 0n´rˆn´r
+
,
TK1 :“
#
Z P Rnˆn, Z “
„
0rˆr 0rˆn´r
0n´rˆr Z22n´rˆn´r
+
,
T11 :“
#
Z P Rnˆn, Z “»——–
Z11rˆr 0rˆr 0rˆr1´r 0rˆn´r´r1
0rˆr 0rˆr 0rˆr1´r 0rˆn´r´r1
0r1´rˆr 0r1´rˆr 0r1´rˆr1´r 0r1´rˆn´r´r1
0n´r´r1ˆr 0n´r´r1ˆr 0n´r´r1ˆr1´r 0n´r´r1ˆn´r´r1
fiffiffifl
(71)+
.
tTiju4i,j“1 are defined in the same way as T11. We begin the
proof by bounding the statistical dimension as follows:
δpDp} ¨ }˚,Xqq
pIqď inf
tě0E infZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F , (72)
where pIq follows from the fact that the infimum of an affine
function is concave and Jensen’s inequality. Next, we proceed
by showing that
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F pIIq“ E}PT pGq ´ tsgnpXq}2F`
E inf
}PTK pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}PTKpGq ´ tPTKpZq}2F
+
, (73)
where in pIIq, we decomposed the term in the Frobenius norm
into T and TK and used the relation
B} ¨ }˚pXq :“
!
sgnpXq ` PTKpZq : }PTKpZq}2Ñ2 ď 1
)
.
(74)
By using the definitions in Lemma 3, it is straightforward to
check that
PT pAq “ BLPT1pBHLABRqBHR ,
PTKpAq “ BLPTK1 pBHLABRqBHR ,
for an arbitrary matrix A P Rnˆn. Hence,
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F pIIIq“
E}BLPT1pBHLGBRqBHR ´ tBL
„
Ir 0
0 0

BHR}2F`
E inf
}P
TK1
pBHLZBRq}2Ñ2ď1
}BLPTK1 pBHLGBRqBHR
´ tBLPTK1 pBHLZBRqBHR}2F , (75)
where in pIIIq, we also used the rotational invariance of spec-
tral norm. By rewriting and simplifying the above expression,
we reach
inf
tě0E infZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F pIVq“
inf
tě0
#
E}
„
G11 ´ Ir G12rˆn´r
G21n´rˆr 0

}2F ` E inf}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}PTK1 pGq ´ tPTK1 pZq}2F
+
, (76)
where in pIVq, as BL and BR have orthonormal columns, the
entries ofBHLGBR are i.i.d. standard Gaussian which, without
loss of generality, we denote by G again. For simplicity, we
replaced BHLZBR by Z. We also used the rotational invari-
ance of Frobenius and spectral norms. By further simplifying,
we reach#
E}
„
G11 ´ Ir G12rˆn´r
G21n´rˆr 0

}2F ` E inf}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}PTK1 pGq ´ tPTK1 pZq}2F
+
,
pVq“
#
3r2 ` t2r`
E inf
}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}PTK1 pGq ´ tPTK1 pZq}2F
+
, (77)
In pVq, we only used the fact that the entries of G11, G12
and G13 have i.i.d. standard normal distribution. Borrowing
the notations of (71), one may write
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F
pVIqď
#
3r2 ` t2r ` E inf
}Z22}2Ñ2ďα22
}G22 ´ tZ22}2F`
E inf
}Z23}2Ñ2ďα23
}G23 ´ tZ23}2F ` E inf}Z24}2Ñ2ďα24
}G24 ´ tZ24}2F ` E inf}Z32}2Ñ2ďα32 }G32 ´ tZ32}
2
F ` E
inf
}Z33}2Ñ2ďα33
}G33 ´ tZ33}2F ` E inf}Z34}2Ñ2ďα34
}G34 ´ tZ34}2F ` E inf}Z42}2Ñ2ďα42 }G42 ´ tZ42}
2
F`
E inf
}Z43}2Ñ2ďα43
}G43 ´ tZ43}2F`
E inf
}Z44}2Ñ2ďα44
}G44 ´ tZ44}2F
+
. (78)
In pVIq, we decomposed the space TK1 into the spaces Tij for
i, j “ t2, 3, 4u. Also, we used the relation
}PTK1 pZq}2Ñ2 ď
4ÿ
i,j“2
}PTij pZq}2Ñ2 ď
4ÿ
i,j“2
αij ď 1, (79)
where the first inequality is due to the triangle inequality of
spectral norm. The second is due to the definition of tαiju4i,j“2
in (21). In fact,
tZ : }PTK1 pZq}2Ñ2 ď 1u Ě
tZ : }PTij pZq}2Ñ2 ď αij @i, j P t2, 3, 4uu. (80)
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We further use Hoffman-Wielandt Theorem [21, Corollary
7.3.5] to reach
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F ď
3r2 ` t2r ` E
rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ22qďα22
pσipG22q ´ tσipZ22qq2
` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ23qď1
pσipG23q ´ tσipZ23qq2`
E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ24qď1
pσipG24q ´ tσipZ24qq2
` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ32qď1
pσipG32q ´ tσipZ32qq2 ` E
r1´rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ33qď1
pσipG33q ´ tσipZ33qq2 ` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ34qď1
pσipG34q ´ tσipZ34qq2 ` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ42qď1
pσipG42q ´ tσipZ42qq2 ` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ43qď1
pσipG43q ´ tσipZ43qq2 ` E
n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ44qď1
pσipG44q ´ tσipZ44qq2. (81)
The minimizations in the above expression have closed form
relations. Indeed, its is not hard to check that
inf
|z|ďa
pg ´ zq2 “ p|g| ´ aq2`, (82)
for arbitrary scalar g and positive a. We incorporate this fact
into (81) to get
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F ď 3r2 ` t2r`
E
rÿ
i“1
pσipG22q ´ tα22q2` ` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
pσipG23q ´ tα23q2`
` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
pσipG24q ´ tα24q2`
` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
pσipG32q ´ tα32q2` ` E
r1´rÿ
i“1
pσipG33q ´ tα33q2`
` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
pσipG34q ´ tα34q2` ` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
pσipG42q ´ tα42q2` ` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
pσipG43q ´ tα43q2`
` E
n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
pσipG44q ´ tα44q2`. (83)
Lastly, by invoking Lemma 6 and Remark 3, we obtain
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F ď 3r2 ` t2r`
r2φp tα22?
r
, 1q ` 2rpr1 ´ rqφp tα22?
r_pr1´rq , 1q ` 2rpn´ r ´ r
1q
φp tα24?
r_pn´r´r1q , 1q ` 2pr
1 ´ rqpn´ r ´ r1q
φp tα34?pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q , 1q ` pr
1 ´ rq2φp tα33?
r1´r , 1q
` pn´ r ´ r1q2φp tα44?
n´r´r1 , 1q. (84)

E. Proof of Proposition 3
Proof. Before proving the result, we define some notations:pT :“ suppphwpXqq,
w :“ rw1, w2, w3sT ,
w4 :“ w2w3
w1
. (85)
We begin with the definition of Ψtpw,θu,θvq which is used
in pmw,θu,θv :
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ E inf
ZPB}hwp¨q}˚pXq
}G´ tZ}2F pIq“
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G´ thw˚pZq}2F , (86)
where in pIq, we used the chain rule lemma of subdifferential
[13, Theorem 23.9]. By using the facts that hw is a self-adjoint
function i.e. hw˚ “ hw and also the decomposition in (42), we
rewrite the above expression as
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G´ thw˚pZq}2F “ E inf
ZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G
´ t
w3
BLOLLB
H
LZBRR
HOHRB
H
R}2F . (87)
The set B} ¨ }˚phwpXqq is defined as
B} ¨ }˚phwpXqq :“
!
sgnphwpXqq ` P pTKpW q :
}P pTKpW q}2Ñ2 ď 1
)
. (88)
By incorporating (88) into (87), we have that
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G´ thw˚pZq}2FE inf}PxTK pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}G´ t
w3
BLOLLB
H
L sgnphwpXqqBRRHOHRBHR
´ t
w3
BLOLLB
H
LP pTKpZqBRRHOHRBHR}2F . (89)
We proceed by writing
E inf
}PxTK pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}G´ t
w3
BLOLLB
H
L sgnphwpXqq
BRR
HOHRB
H
R ´ tw3BLOLLB
H
LP pTKpZqBRRHOHRBHR}2F
pIIq“ E inf
}PxTK pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}G´ t
w3
LHOHLB
H
L sgnphwpXqqBROR
R´ t
w3
LHOHLB
H
LP pTKpZqBRORR}2F , (90)
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where pIIq is since BL,OL,BR,OR are orthonormal bases
and Frobenius norm has rotational invariance property. Also,
we used the fact that OHLB
H
LGBROR has the same dis-
tribution as G. So, for simplicity, we replace G instead
of OHLB
H
LGBROR. By using (52) and (53) in Lemma 5
and replacing OHLB
H
LZBROR by Z, (90) can be further
simplified:
E inf
}PxTK pZq}2Ñ2ď1
}G´ t
w3
LHOHLB
H
L sgnphwpXqqBRORR´
t
w3
LHOHLB
H
LP pTKpZqBRORR}2F “ E inf}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1›››G´ t
w3
LHPT1pInqR´ tw3L
HPTK1 pZqR
›››2
F
. (91)
In the last expression of (91), we decompose the matrices
inside the Frobenius norm into the disjoint sets tTiju4i,j“1 as
follows:
t
w3
LHPT1pInqR “»– tw3CLCR tw3CLR12 0rˆpn´2rqt
w3
L12CR
t
w3
L12R12 0rˆpn´2rq
0rˆr 0rˆr 0rˆpn´2rq
fifl , (92)
t
w3
LHPTK1 pZqR “»——–
0rˆr 0rˆr
0rˆr tw3w1w3w3w4C
´1
L Z22C
´1
R
0pr1´rqˆr tw3w1w3w4Z32C
´1
R
0pn´r´r1qˆr tw3w3w3w4Z42C
´1
R
0rˆpr1´rq 0rˆpn´r´r1q
t
w3
w1w3w3C
´1
L Z23
t
w3
w1w3w4C
´1
L Z24
t
w3
w1w3Z33
t
w3
w1w4Z34
t
w3
w3w3Z43
t
w3
w3w4Z44
fiffiffifl , (93)
where CL and CR are defined as
CL “
´
ptw1q2cos2pθuq ` ptw3q2sin2pθuq
¯ 1
2
, (94)
CR “
´
ptw3q2cos2pθvq ` ptw4q2sin2pθvq
¯ 1
2
, (95)
in this part9. Moreover, it is straightforward to check that (92)
and (93) can be more simplified and rewritten as:
t
w3
LHPT1pInqR “
»–E11 E12 0rˆpn´2rqE21 E22 0rˆpn´2rq
0rˆr 0rˆr 0rˆpn´2rq
fifl , (96)
t
w3
LHPTK1 pZqR “»——–
0rˆr 0rˆr
0rˆr ptw1qptw3qptw4qC´1L Z22C´1R
0pr1´rqˆr ptw2qptw3qZ32C´1R
0pn´r´r1qˆr ptw3qptw4qZ42C´1R
0rˆpr1´rq 0rˆpn´r´r1q
ptw1qptw3qC´1L Z23 ptw1qptw4qC´1L Z24
tw1Z33 tw2Z34
tw3Z43 tw4Z44
fiffiffifl ,
9The definitions of CL and CR in (94) and (95) slightly differ from those
in (47) and (48) as the weights are accompanied with t.
where
E11 “
˜
ptw1q2cos2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw2q2cos2pθuqsin2pθvq,
` ptw3q2sin2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw4q2sin2pθuqsin2pθvq
¸ 1
2
,
E12 “ p tw4
tw3
´ 1qptw1 ` tw2q
´
ptw1q2cos2pθuq ` ptw3q2
sin2pθuq
¯ 1
2
´
ptw1q2cos2pθvq ` ptw2q2sin2pθvq
¯´ 12
sinpθvq
cospθvq,
E21 “ p tw3
tw1
´ 1qptw1 ` tw3q
´
ptw1q2cos2pθvq`
ptw2q2sin2pθvq
¯ 1
2
´
ptw1q2cos2pθuq ` ptw3q2sin2pθuq
¯´ 12
sinpθuqcospθuq,
E22 “
´
ptw4q2 ´ ptw3q2 ´ ptw2q2 ` ptw1q2
¯
˜
ptw1q2cos2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw2q2cos2pθuqsin2pθvq`
ptw3q2sin2pθuqcos2pθvq ` ptw4q2sin2pθuqsin2pθvq
¸´ 12
sinpθuqcospθuqsinpθvqcospθvq.
Incorporate (96) into (91) to reach
E inf
}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1
›››G´ t
w3
LHPT1pInqR
´ t
w3
LHPTK1 pZqR
›››2
F
pVIq“ E}PT11pGq ´E11}2F`
E}PT12pGq ´E12}2F ` E}PT21pGq ´E21}2F`
E inf
}P
TK1
pZq}2Ñ2ď1
#
}PT22pGq ´E22 ´ ptw1qptw3qptw4qC´1L
PT22pZqC´1R }2F ` }PT23pGq ´ ptw1qptw3qC´1L PT23pZq}2F`
}PT24pGq ´ ptw1qptw4qC´1L PT24pZq}2F ` }PT32pGq ´ ptw2q
ptw3qPT32pZqC´1R }2F ` }PT33pGq ´ ptw1qPT33pZq}2F`
}PT34pGq ´ ptw2qPT34pZq}2F ` }PT42pGq ´ ptw3qptw4q
PT42pZqC´1R }2F ` }PT43pGq ´ ptw3qPT43pZq}2F ` }PT44pGq
´ ptw4qPT44pZq}2F
+
. (97)
Since the entries of G11rˆr,G12rˆr and G21rˆr are i.i.d.
standard normal variables, we have E}G11}2F “ E}G12}2F “
E}G21}2F “ r2. Combining (97) with the fact (80), we
reach10:
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ r2 ` }E11}2F ` r2 ` }E12}2F ` r2 ` }E21}2F
` E inf
}PT22 pZq}2Ñ2ďα22
}PT22pGq ´E22 ´ ptw1qptw3qptw4q
C´1L PT22pZqC´1R }2F ` E inf}PT23 pZq}2Ñ2ďα23
}PT23pGq ´ ptw1q
10Notice that using the fact (80) leads to an asymptotically equal expression
due to the explanations in Remark 1 and Figure 3.
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ptw3qC´1L PT23pZq}2F ` E inf}PT24 pZq}2Ñ2ďα24
}PT24pGq ´ ptw1q
ptw4qC´1L PT24pZq}2F ` E inf}PT32 pZq}2Ñ2ďα32
}PT32pGq ´ ptw2q
ptw3qPT32pZqC´1R }2F ` E inf}PT33 pZq}2Ñ2ďα33
}PT33pGq ´ ptw1q
PT33pZq}2F ` E inf}PT34 pZq}2Ñ2ďα34
}PT34pGq ´ ptw2qPT34pZq}2F
` E inf
}PT42 pZq}2Ñ2ďα42
}PT42pGq ´ ptw3qptw4qPT42pZqC´1R }2F
` E inf
}PT43 pZq}2Ñ2ďα43
}PT43pGq ´ ptw3qPT43pZq}2F`
E inf
}PT44 pZq}2Ñ2ďα44
}PT44pGq ´ ptw4qPT44pZq}2F .
(98)
We solve the minimizations in (98), one by one: First for the
minimization in the second line of (98), we have that
inf
}PT22 pZq}2Ñ2ďα22
}PT22pGq ´E22 ´ ptw1qptw3qptw4q
C´1L PT22pZqC´1R }2F pIq“
rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ22qďα22
˜
σipG22q´
σi
ˆ
E22 ` ptw1qptw3qptw4qC´1L Z22C´1R
˙¸2
pIIq“
rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ22qďα22
˜
σipG22q ´ σipE22q´
ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L qσipZ22qσipC´1R q
¸2
, (99)
where in the above equations, the first equality pIq is due
to Hoffman–Wielandt Theorem [22, Corollary 7.3.5]. The
equality pIIq in (99) is because of the relations
rÿ
i“1
˜
σipG22q ´ σi
ˆ
E22 ` ptw1qptw3qptw4qC´1L Z22C´1R
˙¸
ě
rÿ
i“1
˜
σipG22q ´ σipE22q´
ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L qσipZ22qσipC´1R q
¸
, (100)
[22, Lemma 3.3.8], and the fact that fpxq “ x2 is an
increasing convex function on r0,8s. In (100), we benefited
from [22, Theorem 3.3.14 a] and [22, Problem 3]. In the third
line of (98), we use
inf
}PT23 pZq}2Ñ2ďα23
}PT23pGq ´ ptw1qptw3qC´1L PT23pZq}2F “
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ23qď1
ˆ
σipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L Z23q
˙2
“
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ23qď1
ˆ
σipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L qσipZ23q
˙2
,
(101)
where the first equality comes from Hoffman–Wielandt The-
orem [22, Corollary 7.3.5]. The second is the result of [22,
Lemma 3.3.8], convexity besides monotonicity of fpxq “ x2
in the interval r0,8s and
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
ˆ
σipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L Z23q
˙
ě
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
pσipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L qσipZ23qq, (102)
which follows from [22, Theorem 3.3.14 a]. Other minimiza-
tions in (98) can be solved using similar strategies. After
simplifying }E11}2F , }E12}2F , }E21}2F , }E22}2F in (98) and
employing (99), (101), we may rewrite (98) as
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ 3r2 ` w21
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq ` w22
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` w23
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq
` w24
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` pw4w3 ´ 1q2pw1 ` w2q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq sin
2pθvpiqq cos2pθvpiqq
+
`
pw3w1 ´ 1q2pw1 ` w3q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq
sin2pθupiqq cos2pθupiqq
+
` E
rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ22qďα22
´
σipG22q´
σipE22q ´ ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L qσipZ22qσipC´1R q
¯2 ` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ23qď1
´
σipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L qσipZ23q
¯2
` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ24qď1
´
σipG24q ´ ptw1qptw4qσipC´1L q
σipZ24q
¯2 ` E r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ32qď1
´
σipG32q ´ ptw2qptw3q
σipZ32qσipC´1R q
¯2 ` E r1´rÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ33qď1
´
σipG33q ´ ptw1q
σipZ33q
¯2 ` E pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ34qď1
´
σipG34q ´ ptw2q
σipZ34q
¯2 ` E r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ42qď1
´
σipG42q ´ ptw3qptw4q
σipZ42qσipC´1R q
¯2 ` E pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ43qď1
´
σipG43q´
ptw3qσipZ43q
¯2 ` E n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
inf
σipZ44qď1
´
σipG44q ´ ptw4q
σipZ44q
¯2
. (103)
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By benefiting the relation (82) for the minimizations in (103),
it is straightforward to conclude
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ 3r2 ` ptw1q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq`
ptw2q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` ptw3q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq
cos2pθvpiqq ` ptw4q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` pw4
w3
´ 1q2
ptw1 ` tw2q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθupiqq ` w23sin2pθupiqq
w21cos
2pθvpiqq ` w22sin2pθvpiqq
sin2pθvpiqq cos2pθvpiqq
+
` pw3
w1
´ 1q2ptw1 ` tw3q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθvpiqq ` w22sin2pθvpiqq
w21cos
2pθupiqq ` w23sin2pθupiqq
sin2pθupiqq cos2pθupiqq
+
` E
rÿ
i“1
´
σipG22q ´ σipE22q ´ ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L q
σipC´1R qα22
¯2
`
` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
´
σipG23q ´ ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L q
α23
¯2
`
` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
´
σipG24q ´ ptw1qptw4qσipC´1L qα24
¯2
`
` E
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
´
σipG32q ´ ptw2qptw3qσipC´1R qα32
¯2
`
` E
r1´rÿ
i“1
´
σipG33q ´ ptw1qα33
¯2
`
` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1´
σipG34q ´ tw2α34
¯2
`
` E
r^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
´
σipG42q ´ ptw3q
ptw4qσipC´1R qα42
¯2
`
` E
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
´
σipG43q
´ tw3α43
¯2
`
` E
n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
´
σipG44q ´ tw4α44
¯2
`
. (104)
Lastly, we invoke Lemma 6 which helps to obtain the limiting
value of expectations in (104):
Ψtpw,θu,θvq “ 3r2 ` ptw1q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq`
ptw2q2
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq ` ptw3q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq
cos2pθvpiqq ` ptw4q2
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq`
pw4w3 ´ 1q2ptw1 ` tw2q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq
sin2pθvpiqq cos2pθvpiqq
+
` pw3w1 ´ 1q2ptw1 ` tw3q2
rÿ
i“1
#
w21cos
2pθvpiqq`w22sin2pθvpiqq
w21cos
2pθupiqq`w23sin2pθupiqq sin
2pθupiqq cos2pθupiqq
+
`
rÿ
i“1
rφpσipE22q`ptw1qptw3qptw4qσipC´1L qσipC´1R qα22?
r
, 1q`
r _ pr1 ´ rq
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw1qptw3qσipC´1L qα23?
r_pr1´rq , s1q`
r _ pn´ r ´ r1q
r^pn´r1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw1qptw4qσipC´1L qα24?
r_pn´r´r1q , s2q`
r _ pr1 ´ rq
r^pr1´rqÿ
i“1
φp ptw2qptw3qσipC´1R qα32?
r_pr1´rq , s1q ` pr
1 ´ rq2
φp ptw1qα33?pr1´rq , 1q ` pr
1 ´ rq _ pn´ r ´ r1q
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
φp tw2α34?pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q , s3q ` r _ pn´ r ´ r
1q
r^n´r´r1ÿ
i“1
φp ptw3qptw4qσipC´1R qα42?
r^pn´r´r1q , s2q ` pr
1 ´ rq _ pn´ r ´ r1q
pr1´rq^pn´r´r1qÿ
i“1
φp tw3α43?pr1´rq_pn´r´r1q , s3q ` pn´ r ´ r
1q2
φp tw4α44?
n´r´r1 , 1q. (105)

F. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. First, define w4 :“ w2w3w1 . To control the error term,
we benefit from
Error :“ 2 supSPB}hwp¨q}˚pXq }S}F
hwpXq
}X}F
. (106)
For any S P B}hwp¨q}˚pXq, there exists Z P B} ¨ }˚phwpXqq
such that:
}S}F “ }hwpZq}F pIq“
} 1
w3
BLOLLB
H
LZBRR
HOHRB
H
R}F pIIq“
} 1
w3
LBHLZBRR
H}F
pIIIqď 1
w3
}L}2Ñ2}BHLZBR}F }R}2Ñ2
pIVqď
?
n
w3
}L}2Ñ2}Z}2Ñ2}R}2Ñ2
pVqď
?
n
w3
}L}2Ñ2}R}2Ñ2 pVIq“ ?nmaxtw1, w2, w3, w4u
pVIIqď
?
n
b
w21 ` w22 ` w23 ` w24. (107)
In (107), pIq follows from a chain rule lemma in subdifferential
[23, Chapter 4] namely B}hwp¨q}˚pXq “ hw˚pB}¨}˚phwpXqqq
and Lemma 3. In pIIq, the rotational invariance of Frobenius
norm is used. In pIIIq, we used the relation }ABC}F ď
}A}2Ñ2}B}F }C}2Ñ2 for any conforming matrices A,B,C.
pIVq is the result of }A}F ď ?n}A}2Ñ2 and rotational
invariance of spectral norm. pVq follows from (88) and that
21
}Z}2Ñ2 ď 1 for any Z P B} ¨ }˚phwpXqq. In pVIq, since the
singular values of the matrix„
CL L12
0 w1w3C
´1
L

(108)
which is a submatrix of L in 3, are rw1, w3sT [24, Equation
6], it holds that the singular values of L are
σpLq “ rw1 _ w3, w1 _ w3, w1 ^ w3, w1 ^ w3sT . (109)
Also, the same result holds for the singular values of R.
Namely,
σpRq “ rw3 _ w4, w3 _ w4, w3 ^ w4, w3 ^ w4sT . (110)
Hence, 1w3 }L}2Ñ2}R}2Ñ2 “ p 1w3 qpw1 _ w3qpw3 _ w4q “
maxtw1, w2, w3, w4u. Lastly, pVIIq is the result of the inequal-
ity } ¨ }8 ď } ¨ }2. Moreover, for the denominator of (106), it
holds that
}hwpXq}˚
}X}F
pIq“ xsgnphwpXqq, hwpXqyF}X}F
pIIq“A
hw˚
´
BLOL
„
Irˆr 0
0 0

OHRB
H
R
¯
,X
E
F
}X}F
pIIIq“
1
w3
A
BLL
H
„
Irˆr 0
0 0

RBHR ,X
E
F
}X}F
pIVq“
1
w3
A
BL
„
CLCR 0
0 0

BHR ,X
E
F
}X}F
pVqď 1
w3
}CLCR}F pVIq“b
w21β1 ` w22β2 ` w23β3 ` w24β4, (111)
where
β1 “
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq,
β2 “
rÿ
i“1
cos2pθupiqq sin2pθvpiqq,
β3 “
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq,
β4 “
rÿ
i“1
sin2pθupiqq cos2pθvpiqq. (112)
In pIq, we used the definition of nuclear norm. In pIIq,
sgnphwpXqq is obtained from 52. Also, we used the fact that
hw “ hw˚. In pIIIq, we used 42 and the facts OLL “ LHOHL
and ORR “ RHOHR. pIVq is the consequence of the fact that
X “ BL
„
Σ 0rˆn´r
0rˆr 0pn´rqˆpn´rq

BHR , (113)
and only PT11pLHRq “ CLCR contributes to the Frobenius
inner product. pVq follows from Cauchy Schwartz inequality
and the rotational invariance of Frobenius norm. By consider-
ing (14), (42), the fact that
B}hwp¨q}˚pXq “ hw˚pB} ¨ }˚phwpXqqq “
p 1
w3
qBLOLLBHLB} ¨ }˚phwpXqqBRRHOHRBHR , (114)
and (52), Dp}hwp¨q}˚,Xq does not depend on the singular
values of X , i.e. Σ. So, a matrix
Z “ UnˆrCLCRV Hnˆr (115)
can be chosen to have equality in pVq. Lastly, pVIq follows
from the definitions (47) and (48) and some simplifications.
Therefore, by (107 and (111)), the error bound reads:
2
?
n
a
w21 ` w22 ` w23 ` w24a
w21β1 ` w22β2 ` w23β3 ` w24β4
ď 2
c
n
mint β1, β2, β3, β4u .
(116)
Since cospθuq and sinpθuq are arranged in decreasing and
increasing order, respectively, it holds that
mintβ1, β2, β3, β4u ě
rmintcospθuprqq, sinpθup1qqumintcospθvprqq, sinpθvp1qqu,
(117)
and hence the result concludes. 
G. Proof of Lemma 2
Proof. Continuity in bounded points. For continuity, it must be
shown that sufficiently small changes in v result in arbitrary
small changes in Jpvq. Let v1,v2 P R3`. By definition of JG,
it holds that
JGpv1q ´ JGpv2q “
}G´ Phv1 pCqpGq}2F ´ }G´ Phv2 pCqpGq}2F “
2xG,Phv2 pCqpGq ´ Phv1 pCqpGqyF `
´
}Phv1 pCqpGq}F´
}Phv2 pCqpGq}F
¯´
}Phv1 pCqpGq}F ` }Phv2 pCqpGq}F
¯
.
(118)
Since
}PhvpCqpGq}F ď sup
ZPC
}hvpZq}F ď ?nmax
"
}v}8, vp2qvp3q
vp1q
*
,
(119)
(due to 107)) and
}Phv1 pCqpGq}F ´ }Phv2 pCqpGq}F ď
sup
ZPC
˜
}hv1pZq}F ´ }hv2pZq}F
¸
ď
sup
ZPC
}hv1pZq ´ hv2pZq}F “ sup
ZPC
}hv1´v2pZq}F ď
?
nmax
"
}v1 ´ v2}8, pv1p2q ´ v2p2qqpv1p3q ´ v2p3qqpv1p1q ´ v2p1qq
*
,
(120)
(see (107)), we have
|JGpv1q ´ JGpv2q| ď˜
2}G}F?n` n
´
max
"
}v1}8, v1p2qv1p3q
v1p1q
*
`
max
"
}v2}8, v2p2qv2p3q
v2p1q
*¯¸
max
!
}v1 ´ v2}8, pv1p2q ´ v2p2qqpv1p3q ´ v2p3qqpv1p1q ´ v2p1qq
)
.
(121)
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As a consequence, we obtain
|JGpv1q ´ JGpv2q| Ñ 0 as v1 Ñ v2. (122)
Since }v}8 is bounded, continuity holds.
Convexity. Let v1,v2 P R3` and θ P r0, 1s. Then,
@,r ą 0, DZ, rZ P C such that
}G´ hv1pZq}F ď distpG, hv1pCqq ` ,
}G´ hv2pZq}F ď distpG, hv2pCqq ` r.
Since otherwise, we have:
@Z, rZ P C :
}G´ hv1pZq}F ą distpG, hv1pCqq ` ,
}G´ hv2pZq}F ą distpG, hv2pCqq ` r.
By taking the infimum over Z, rZ P C, we reach a con-
tradiction. Below, we proceed to prove the convexity of
distpG, hvpCqq:
distpG, hθv1`p1´θqv2pCqq pIq“
inf
ZPC }G´ hθv1`p1´θqv2pZq}F
pIIqď
inf
Z1PC
Z2PC
}G´ θhv1pZ1q ` p1´ θqhv2pZ2q}F
pIIIqď
θ}G´ hv1pZ1q}F ` p1´ θq}G´ hv2pZ2q}F
pIVqď
θdistpG, hv1pCqq ` p1´ θqdistpG, hv2pCqq ` ` r. (123)
Since this holds for any ,r, distpG, hvpCqq is a convex
function. As the square of a non-negative convex function is
convex, JGpvq is a convex function. Finally, the function Jpvq
is the average of convex functions, hence is convex. In (123),
the equality pIq comes from the definition of “dist”. pIIq uses
the argument
@Z1,Z2 P C DZ P C such that
θhv1pZ1q ` p1´ θqhv2pZ2q “ pθhv1 ` p1´ θqhv2qpZq.
(124)
In fact, the left and right hand sides of (124) have the same
value on pT :“ suppphwpXqq. To more clarify this fact, when
Z1,Z2,Z P pT , both the right and left hand sides of (124),
take the same value
pθhv1 ` p1´ θqhv2qpsgnphwpXqqq. (125)
To verify (124), it remains to prove
θhv1pP pTKpZ1qq ` p1´ θqhv2pP pTKpZ2qq “
pθhv1 ` p1´ θqhv2qpP pTKpZqq. (126)
To prove the above equality, we argue by contradiction.
Suppose that the above ““”turns to “‰”for all Z1,Z2,Z. By
setting Z1 “ Z2 “ Z “ In, we reach a contradiction.
Strict convexity. We prove strict convexity by contradiction.
If Jpvq were not strictly convex, there would be vectors
v1,v2 P R3` such that
E
”
JGpθv1 ` p1´ θqv2q
ı
“ E
”
θJGpv1q ` p1´ θqJGpv2q
ı
.
(127)
For each G in (127), the left-hand side is smaller than or
equal to the right-hand side. Therefore, in (127), JGpθv1 `
p1 ´ θqv2q and θJGpv1q ` p1 ´ θqJGpv2q are almost surely
equal (except at a measure zero set) with respect to Gaussian
measure. Moreover, it holds that
J0pθv1 ` p1´ θqv2q “ dist2p0, hθv1`p1´θqv2pCqq
pIqď
inf
Z1,Z2PC
}θhv1pZ1q ` p1´ θqhv2pZ2q}2F
pIIqă
θ inf
Z1PC
}hv1pZ1q}2F ` p1´ θq inf
Z2PC
}hv2pZ2q}2F
pIIIq“ θJ0pv1q ` p1´ θqJ0pv2q, (128)
where the inequality pIq above, follows from (124). pIIq stems
from the strict convexity of } ¨ }2F . pIIIq is due to the definition
of J0. From (124), it can be deduced that the set hvpCq is a
convex set. Since the distance to a convex set, e.g. E Ď Rnˆn
(i.e. distpG, Eq) is a 1-Lipschitz function, namely
|distpG1, Eq ´ distpG2, Eq| ď }G1 ´G2}F @G1,G2 P Rnˆn,
(129)
and continuous with respect to G, JGpvq is continuous with
respect to G. Thus, there exists an open ball around G “ 0 P
Rnˆn that we may write the following relation for some  ą 0
DU P Bnˆn :
JU pθv1 ` p1´ θqv2q ă θJU pvq ` p1´ θqJU pv2q. (130)
Since Bnˆn is a measure zero set, the above statement
contradicts (127). Hence, we have strict convexity. Continuity
besides convexity of J implies that Jpvq is convex on the
whole domain v P R3`.
Attainment of the minimum. Suppose that vmin :“
mintv1, v2, v3, v2v3v1 u ą }G}F . Then, we may write:
distpG, hvpCqq “ inf
ZPC }G´ hvpZq}F
pIqě
inf
ZPC
`}hvpZq}F ´ }G}F ˘ pIIq“
inf
ZPC
`}LBHLZBRRH}F ´ }G}F ˘ pIIIqě vmin ´ }G}F ě 0,
(131)
where in 131, the inequality pIq comes from triangle inequality
of Frobenius norm. The equality pIIq is the result of the decom-
position provided in Lemma 4 and the rotational invariance of
Frobenius norm. Lastly, pIIIq is obtained by combining the
facts
}ABC}F ě }B}F}A´1}2Ñ2}C´1}2Ñ2 ,
for any non-singular and conforming matrices A,B,C P
Rnˆn,
}Z}F ě 1 @Z P C,
and (109), (110). By squaring (131), we reach
JGpvq ě
´
vmin ´ }G}F
¯2
: when vmin ą }G}F . (132)
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Using the relation E}G}F ě n?n2`1 ( [25, Proposition 8. 1])
and Marcov’s inequality, we obtain
P
´
}G}F ď n
¯
ě 1´ n?
n2 ` 1 . (133)
Then, it holds that
Jpvq pIq“ E
”
JGpvq
ˇˇˇ
}G}F ď n
ı
P
´
}G}F ď n
¯
`
E
”
JGpvq
ˇˇˇ
}G}F ą n
ı
P
´
}G}F ą n
¯
pIIqě E
”
JGpvq
ˇˇˇ
}G}F ď n
ı
P
´
}G}F ď n
¯ pIIIqě´
1´ n?
n2 ` 1
¯
E
”`
vmin ´ }G}F
˘2 ˇˇˇ}G}F ď nı pIVqě´
1´ n?
n2 ` 1
¯´
vmin ´ n
¯2
, (134)
where in (134), pIq stems from total probability theorem. pIIq
is since JG is positive. pIIIq follows from (132) and (133).
Lastly, pIVq is because `vmin ´ n˘2 provides a lower-bound
for the expression in the brackets inside the expectation.
From (134), one can infer that when
vmin ą n
´
1` pn
2 ` 1q 14a?
n2 ` 1´ n
¯
. (135)
We have that Jpvq ą Jp0q “ n2. Thus any minimizer of J
must be in the set
”
0, n
´
1` pn2`1q
1
4??
n2`1´n
¯ı3
.
Minimum is not the origin. Assume that wi “ λ @i “
1, ..., 3. Then, one may write Jpwq in (29) as
Jpwq “ Edist2pG, tλB} ¨ }˚pXqq
pIqď
inf
tě0E infZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G´ tλZ}2F
pIIqď
E inf
ZPB}¨}˚phwpXqq
}G´ λZ}2F pIIIq“
E
nÿ
i“1
inf
σipZqď1
ˆ
σipGq ´ λσipZq
˙2 pIVq“
E
nÿ
i“1
`
σipGq ´ λ
˘2
`
pVq“ n2
ż 2
0
pu´ λ?
n
q2`
?
4´ u2
pi
du
pVIq“
n2ϕp λ?
n
q pVIIqă n2 “ Jp0q, (136)
where ϕpαq :“ ´p26α`α3q
?
4´α2`24p1`α2q cos´1pα2 q
12pi .
In (136), pIq is because the infimum of an affine function is
concave and Jensen’s inequality. In pIIq, we set t “ 1. pIIIq is
because of Hoffman–Wielandt Theorem [21, Corollary 7.3.5].
IV follows from (82). pVq is the result of Lemma 6. pVIq is
sinceż 2
0
pu´ αq2`
?
4´ u2
pi
du “$’&’%
3pi´16α`3piα2
3pi α ď 0
´p26α`α3q?4´α2`24p1`α2q cos´1pα2 q
12pi 0 ď α ď 2
0 α ą 2
. (137)
pVIIq comes from ϕpαq is a decreasing function and for
sufficiently small λ ą 0 is less than 1. So, this completes
the proof. 
H. Proof of Corollary 1
Proof. In relations (52) and (53), using MATLAB matrix
notation, sgnphwpXqq is obtained by (51) and
sgnphwpXqq “ BLOLp:, 1 : rqORp:, 1 : rqHBHR ,
while (53) is the result of
P pTKpZq “ BLOLp:, r ` 1 : nqOLp:, r ` 1 : nqHBHLZBR
ORp:, r ` 1 : nqORp:, r ` 1 : nqHBHR “
BLOLPTK1 pInqOHLBHLZBRORPTK1 pInqOHRBHR “
BLOLPTK1 pOHLBHLZBRORqOHRBHR . (138)

I. Proof of Lemma 6
Proof. Define a random vector h P Rn1 where its elements
his are randomly chosen without replacement from the set
tf1, . . . , fn1u. Since σis and fis are all positive and non-
increasingly ordered, it is straightforward to check that
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
Eσipσip G?n2 q ´ fiq
2` ď
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
Eσi,hipσip G?n2 q ´ hiq
2`. (139)
Due to the Fact 1 and the conditional expectation, we may
write:
Eσi,hipσip G?n2 q ´ hiq
2` “ EσiEhipσip G?n2 q ´ hiq
2` “
1
n1
n1ÿ
j“1
Eσipσip G?n2 q ´ fjq
2`. (140)
Use (139) and (140) to reach:
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
Eσi,hipσip G?n2 q ´ hiq
2` “
1
n1
n1ÿ
j“1
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
Eσipσip G?n2 q ´ fjq
2` “
1
n1
n1ÿ
j“1
Eσpσp G?
n2
q ´ fjq2`, (141)
where we used the fact that Pthi “ fju “ 1n1 in the first
equality. Now, we use the relation
Eσpσp G?
n2
q ´ fjq2` “ż ubpsq
lbpsq
pu´ fjq2`
apubpsq2 ´ u2qpu2 ´ lbpsq2q
pius
du, (142)
which comes from the fact that the distribution of singular
values of a Gaussian matrix tends to the Marcˇenko–Pastur law
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[20, Theorem 3.6] with probability one. By substituting (142)
into (141), we shall have that
1
n1
n1ÿ
i“1
Eσi,hipσip G?n2 q ´ hiq
2` “
1
n1
n1ÿ
j“1
ż ubpsq
lbpsq
pu´ fjq2`
apubpsq2 ´ u2qpu2 ´ lbpsq2q
pius
du,
(143)
which concludes the result.

